
Paging Design Example 1

- Used in pages with long lists, such as Friends or Inbox.
- Available both at top and bottom of each page
- Number of items per page:  fixed at 50
- This is the standard Facebook approach.  Each application within Facebook 
  is allowed to use their own paging design.

Press 2 or Next

Press 3 or Next

Press 5



Paging Design Example 2

- Used in Inbox as well as other mail folder pages and search results pages
- Available both at top and bottom page
- Number of items per page: User-defined in Settings



Paging Design Example 3

- Used in pages with long lists, such as Friends or Inbox.
- Available only at bottom of page (makes sense for a search engine)
- Number of items per page: fixed at 10
- Indication of where the current  page is in the spectrum of pages is displayed 
  at the top:

- Able to jump to a desired page; no mechanism to jump to first/last pages



Paging Design Example 4

- Identical to Google’s paging design
- Available only at bottom of each page
- Number of items per page: fixed at 10
- Indication ofectrum of pages is displayed 
  at the top of the page

- Able to jump to a desired page; not able jump to the very first/last pages



Paging Design Example 5

- Number of items per page is fixed at 10
- Available at the top and bottom of each page
- Able to jump to a desired page; no mechanism to jump to the very first/last pages
- When sorted by a different criteria, the list is refreshed and it displays the first page of the results



Paging Design Example 6

- Identical to Google’s paging design
- Default number of items per page: 100
- Advanced Search allows users to set the number of results per page:

- Available only at the bottom of each page
- Able to jump to a desired page; no mechanism to jump to very first/last pages
- When sorted by a different criteria, the list is refreshed and displays the first page of the results



Paging Design Example 7 

- Number of items per page fixed at:  20
- Available only at top and bottom of page
- Able to jump to a specific page by typing in a page number
- Able to jump to first and last pages

- Available only at top and bottom of page
- Number of items per page: user can change at any time using the dropdown box
- Able to navigate to the immediate previous and next pages
- Able to jump to first and last pages

UToronto Webmail

Sakai



Page Navigation Design Suggestion for Sakai

|<     <      1    2    3    4     5    6    7    8    9      >     >| Number of items per page: 50

|<     <      ..     3    4     5    6    7    8    9    10    11    12    13     ..       >     >| Number of items per page: 50

- Ensure at least 5 pages before and after the current page can be clicked immediately
- Distinguish current page as regular black text as opposed to blue link
- We can discuss the details and edge cases (e.g. what happens when user is on Page 8 and increases the Number of items per 
  page) once we agree on a design.  :)


